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>> Message from the President

Furthering Gaming Law
Education Worldwide

W

By J. Kelly Duncan

hat sets the International Masters of Gaming
Law apart is the hard work that its members put
into all of our publications and conferences. The
first edition for 2012 of Casino Lawyer reflects the
dedication and leadership of its editor Sue McNabb and the substantive articles provided by its contributors. The members of
IMGL are dedicated to education and the exchange of professional
information concerning all aspects of gaming law. No where is this
more apparent than in each of the four journals that we publish.
During the past year, the membership of the IMGL has
grown at an unprecedented rate. IMGL now has over 260 members from thirty-six countries as well as members in thirty-two
states and the District of Columbia in the United States. It is clear
that the high esteem in which the IMGL is held worldwide has
contributed to the substantial interest that prominent gaming attorneys, regulators, educators, executives and consultants from
around the globe have in being members of IMGL and its mission in furthering gaming law education worldwide.
In September of last year IMGL held its second 2011 gaming law conference. We welcomed to Vienna, Austria, over one
hundred delegates from twenty-seven countries, including many
from the US. More recently, the prominence of IMGL was no
more apparent than in January in London when a number of our
most distinguished members spoke at ICE at the World Regulatory Briefing and the ICE Totally Business & Law Insights Program along with some of our friends from the International
Association of Gaming Advisors. Additionally, the IMGL reception at ICE held in conjunction with Jeffrey Green Russell was
an unparalleled success with more than 225 attendees. The visibility of IMGL was also heightened by a stand that we had at
ICE for the first time.
In April, the IMGL Spring Conference will be held in Scottsdale, Arizona. The Co-Chairs of the Spring Conference, John Maloney and John Roberts and their committee have assembled some
of the world’s top experts in gaming law issues. Moreover, this
conference will build on the tremendous success of our 2011 Napa
Valley, California, conference which focused not only on international gaming law issues of interest to all attendees but also on Indian Gaming in North America. By providing both plenary
sessions and dual tracks, attendees at the Spring Conference will
4
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J. Kelly Duncan

surely benefit from what IMGL does so well—stimulating conferences that enhance the knowledge of attendees in all areas
of gaming law – and, in this case, at one of the most extraordinary places in the United States. I urge any of you who have
not registered to attend the Spring Conference at the beautiful
Hyatt Regency Scottsdale Resort and Spa at Gainey Ranch to
do so as soon as possible.
In addition to ICE and our upcoming Spring Conference,
IMGL is a supporting association this spring of the Gaming
Executive Summit (GES) LatAm 2012, the iGaming North
America, iGaming Asia Congress, World Regulatory Briefing
Germany, GIGSE, and the iGaming Super Show. Several of
our members will be speakers at G2E Asia in Macau where
IMGL will have a booth and in conjunction with Gaming Laboratories International will be hosting a reception May 23.
IMGL members are also actively involved in other gaming conferences this spring, including the recently concluded ABA
Gaming Law Minefield, the Florida Gaming Summit, and the
Southern Gaming Summit.
In addition to Casino Lawyer, IMGL also publishes, at least
twice a year, European Gaming Lawyer and Canadian Gaming
Lawyer. Our newest publication, now published in Spanish, La
Ley del Juego (The Law of the Game), addresses important gaming law issues in Spanish speaking markets.
As many of you know, the IMGL has for some time been a
strong supporter of Gaming Law Review & Economics. In addition
to being frequent contributors to this publication, a number of our
members are on their editorial board. More recently, under the
leadership of our past President, Tony Cabot, the IMGL has been
integrally involved in supporting the University of Nevada Las
Vegas Gaming Law Journal. This law review is of the highest academic quality, and we are very pleased to be associated with it.
This is a very exciting time for IMGL. The number and variety of opportunities for IMGL members to be actively involved
in IMGL are significant, and the prominence of IMGL in the
gaming world is unprecedented. For further information about
IMGL, please visit www.gaminglawmasters.com or contact
our Executive Director, Melissa Lurie (imgldirector@aol.com)
or me (kduncan@joneswalker.com). ♣
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he spring issue of Casino Lawyer features
Recent Developments in Gaming with
outstanding and informative articles
highlighting gaming jurisdictions both
in the United States and internationally. Two articles in the jurisdiction profiles discuss the current state of the gaming economy, gaming trends,
legislation and projections for gaming in Illinois,
with emphasis on the Chicago region. Another
of the feature articles discusses gaming trends
and developments in northeastern states in the
US highlighting the gaming markets in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York and
Maryland. The Recent Developments collection
also includes a thorough discussion of the international gaming marketplace, including the legal
requirements for various licenses and levels of licensure in Spain and an update on resort developments in Jamaica. Gaming in Peru is also the
subject of a jurisdiction update focusing on the
governmental control of slot machines and the
modernization of the industry.
Longtime contributor Professor Bill
Thompson offers thought-provoking questions
related to gaming regulations around the world
that are a call to regulators, legislators and the industry to initiate studies that reflect the reality of
the impact of gaming on individuals and jurisdictions. Of particular interest is that the American
Gaming Association has recently produced a
study emphasizing one of the areas discussed in
the article, namely the economic impact of gaming on jurisdictions. The AGA study offers excellent materials on jobs, revenue, and additional
extended economic impact that is useful to anyone with an interest in gaming developments, but
especially to those who assist regulators and legislators in understanding the broad economic impact of legalized gaming.
The spring issue also contains two informative articles on Indian Gaming. One of
IMGL’s past presidents offers a discussion of

Sue McNabb

the off reservation application process and the
new 2011 Department of Interior guidance
memorandum. The second article, penned by
economist Alan Meister on gaming revenue in
Indian Gaming, includes excellent information
on the growth of Indian Gaming in the current
difficult economic market and is a preview of
the more detailed information offered in the Indian Gaming Industry Report.
Casino Lawyer is pleased to introduce in this
edition a new feature: regular contributions from
the International Association of Gaming Regulators (IAGR) on timely topics. This new feature
will be a mutually beneficial endeavor for both the
International Masters of Gaming Law and
IAGR. Casino Lawyer and IMGL appreciate the
efforts of the IAGR president, Susan Hensel, in
this cooperative venture.
As always, the editor appreciates the contribution and all the excellent articles from
members of IMGL and invites members who
have not previously made contributions to
please do so. The autumn edition will be published prior to the IMGL London conference,
and copies will be distributed at G2E. Casino
Lawyer also offers an excellent opportunity for
members to advertise their special expertise in
the area of gaming law and related fields. ♣
Sue McNabb has worked with the Louisiana legislature,
served as an Assistant Attorney General for the Louisiana
Department of Justice and currently works with state
government. She has an extensive background in
corporate law in the private sector where she worked as
General Counsel of an INC 500 Company and as Vice
President of Administration with a national not-forprofit corporation. Prior to that, she taught at Louisiana
State University in Baton Rouge.
She has served as vice chair of the Governmental
Section of the American Bar Association and served on
multiple committees with the Baton Rouge Bar
Association. She served on the board of directors of
the National Council on Problem Gambling.
She can be reached at suemcnabb@bellsouth.net
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS
UNITED STATES

Gaming Developments in the Northeast
By Nicholas Casiello, Jr., Marie Jiacopello Jones,
and Patrick Madamba, Jr.

T

he landscape of gaming in the
Northeast has significantly changed
over the last five years. Pennsylvania’s established casinos have been
doing extremely well, so much so that
Pennsylvania gaming revenue exceeded
New Jersey’s in 2011, making it one of the
largest gaming market in the United States.
New York has increased its gaming facilities
and is considering further expansion.
Maryland has commenced gaming and is
expanding with at least two more facilities.
Most recently, casino gaming was legalized
Artist rendering of the $500 million
Maryland Live! Casino
in Massachusetts. This expansion has significantly impacted the long
established New Jersey and Connecticut markets. In response, New
Jersey made substantial legislative and regulatory changes with more
to come and is adding facilities. This article will explore these different land’s third facility, Maryland Live!
Casino located at the Arundel Mills
jurisdictions and their current gaming initiatives.
Mall in Anne Arundel County, is expected to open in June 2012. The
Cordish Group is developing the
MARYLAND
Allegany counties, and Baltimore $500 million facility, and it will be
In 2007, Maryland Governor Martin City. On November 4, 2008, voters Maryland’s largest to date with apO’Malley signed into law a bill au- both statewide and in every county proximately 4,750 VLTs and electhorizing a referendum to permit the approved the referendum.
tronic table games, nationallystate to issue up to five video lottery
Since then, three of the five avail- acclaimed restaurants, an entertainlicenses for the primary purpose of able licenses have been issued, and ment venue and other amenities.
raising revenue for public education. two facilities are open and operating –
The remaining two licenses are
Under the terms of the referendum, Hollywood Casino Perryville in Cecil slated to be awarded in 2012. One
no more than 15,000 video lottery County and Casino at Ocean Downs will authorize the development of a
terminals (VLTs) may be authorized in Worcester County. The two oper- facility in Baltimore City and the
in the state, and only one license may ating casinos generated combined other a facility at Rocky Gap Lodge &
be issued for each specified location in revenue totaling approximately $12.5 Golf Resort located in Rocky Gap
Anne Arundel, Cecil, Worcester, and million in December 2011. Mary- State Park, Allegany County. A ven6
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ture led by Caesars Entertainment
Corporation is currently vying for the
Baltimore City license. On January 13,
2012, the State rejected a bid for the
Rocky Gap license submitted by
Landow Partners LLC, a real estate development company owned by former
State Democratic Party Chairman
Nathan Landow. As a result, only
Evitts Resort LLC (a venture between
Lakes Entertainment Inc. and Paragon
Project Resources of Irving, Texas)
remains in contention for the Rocky
Gap license. Notably, there is some
discussion in the legislature regarding
the possibility of a sixth license.

NEW JERSEY

The growth of gaming in the Northeast has resulted in an overall decline
in gaming revenues in New Jersey. In
response, Governor Christopher
Christie in January 2011 signed into
law a bill revamping the New Jersey
Casino Control Act and eliminating
many of the duplicative functions of
the New Jersey Casino Control Commission (“Commission”) and the New
Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement (“Division”). The Commission
still exists but has been recently reduced to three members with limited
authority consisting generally of

casino licensing matters and appeals
from decisions of the Division. The
Division assumed many of the functions previously performed by the
Commission and remains the enforcement entity. The Division has been revising the regulations and adding
details with respect to gaming equipment and has eliminated certain of the
requirements for casino licensees to
help streamline the regulatory process.
The regulatory reforms from January
2011 are still a work in progress and
will be some time before the benefits
of the reform are known.
Continued on next page

MASSACHUSETTS

On November 22, 2011, Massachusetts Governor Deval chusetts Gaming Commission, which is currently being
Patrick signed into law a bill legalizing casino gaming. formed. However, by statute, the minimum licensing fee
for a Category 1 license is $85 million, and
Under the legislation, three resort style casithe minimum capital investment requirement
nos offering both table games and slot mais $500 million. In addition, Category 1 lichines (Category 1 licenses) and one slot
censees are subject to a 25% tax on gross
parlor with a maximum of 1,250 slot magaming revenues. The minimum licensing
chines (Category 2) licenses are permitted.
fee for a Category 2 license is $25 million, and
No more than one Category 1 license may be
the minimum capital investment requirement
issued in each of three respective regions
is $125 million. Category 2 licensees are subwithin the Commonwealth: Region A: Sufject to a 40% tax on gross gaming revenues.
folk (Boston), Middlesex, Essex, Norfolk and
The steep cost of entry may keep all but the
Worcester counties; Region B: Hampshire,
largest established gaming operators from
Hampden, Franklin and Berkshire counties;
and Region C: Bristol, Plymouth, Nantucket, Massachusetts Govenor successfully bidding for one of the licenses.
Deval Patrick
On December 13, 2011, Governor
Dukes and Barnstable counties. In Region C,
Patrick appointed Mr. Stephen Crosby to
a limited preference is given to awarding the
Chair the Massachusetts Gaming CommisCategory 1 license to an Indian tribe (reportedly, the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe). The Category sion. Ironically, he is a former critic of legalizing casino
2 license may be issued for a slot parlor located anywhere gaming in Massachusetts. The Commission is expected
to convene for its first meeting in February 2012 after
in the Commonwealth.
The licenses will be issued in a public competitive bid appointment of its four other members.
process. Licensing fees and capital investment requirements for each of the licenses is to be set by the Massa-
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The Spring opening of Revel Entertainment
is expected to change the Atlantic City market

Even with the economic down- two of these licenses to be issued and
turn, the number of casinos in the at least one must be a staged casino faNew Jersey market will grow this cility license. A small scale casino
year. The much awaited opening of must have a minimum of two hundred
Revel Entertainment is scheduled for qualified sleeping units, but it is only
the spring of 2012, and it is antici- allowed a maximum of a 24,000
square feet of casino
pated to change the Atspace.
The staged
lantic City market.
casino requires a miniExactly what the
mum of two hundred
change will be and the
The New Jersey
qualified sleeping units
effect of the opening
Legislature is also with a mandatory exof Revel on the other
working on an
pansion to five hundred
properties in Atlantic
intrastate internet qualified sleeping units
City is unknown. In
addition,
Landry’s, gaming bill that will within five years of iniallow casinos to
tial licensure.
The
which purchased the
accept
wagers
maximum permitted
Trump Marina in 2011
from persons in
square footage of the
and renamed it the
New Jersey.
casino is 34,000 square
Golden Nugget, has
feet. However, the size
upgraded the property
of the casino may be inand revenues have increased if additional
creased.
Resorts,
which changed hands in late 2010, hotel rooms or special amenities are
has made changes to its facility, but constructed. AC Gateway LLC was
continues to have declining revenue. issued preliminary approval with reAlso in January 2011, Governor spect to their Hard Rock Cafe staged
Christie signed into law a bill author- casino project. The Commission is acizing a pilot program for small scale cepting applications for the other liand staged casinos. The law permits cense until April 30, 2012. While this

“
”
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New Jersey Govenor
Chris Christie (l.) is
hopeful that the
introduction of
sports betting and
small-scaled casinos
will revitalize
Atlantic City

is a unique form of casino license to
promote growth in Atlantic City, only
one company applied during the initial
application process.
Most recently, on January 17,
2012, Governor Christie signed into
law a bill allowing sports betting at
Atlantic City casinos if federal law is
changed, or the current federal prohibition is found unconstitutional. At a
minimum, this legislation permits litigation to consider the constitutionality of the sports betting ban.
The New Jersey Legislature is
also working on an intrastate internet
gaming bill that will allow casinos to
accept wagers from persons in New
Jersey. This bill likely will be introduced early in this legislative session
and be subject to a public referendum
in November. The bill may authorize
the immediate adoption of regulations
and processing of license applications
so that if the referendum is approved
operations could commence quickly.

NEW YORK

New York currently has both Native
American gaming facilities and certain
racetracks with video lottery terminals, expanding certain of its gaming
operations and looking at further expansion. As to recent expansion, on
October 28, 2011, the Resorts World
Casino New York City opened at
Aqueduct Racetrack in Queens with
2,280 video slot machines and 205
electronic table games. The casino is
operated by a subsidiary of Genting
Group, a Malaysian casino and leisure
company. A second phase of the
casino, dedicated to high rollers,
opened in December 2011 and features
2,245 video slot machines and 270
electronic table games. Resorts World
Casino New York City generated $90
million in video lottery terminal revenue between October 28, 2011, and
December 31, 2011.
Following the initial success of
Resorts World Casino, Governor Andrew Cuomo, in his January 4, 2012,
state-of-the-state address, proposed
amending the state’s Constitution to
allow for full-fledged Las Vegas-style
casino gaming located off Native

American land. In order to amend the
state constitution to legalize fullfledged gaming, the state legislature
would be required to pass resolutions
in two consecutive legislative sessions
and then submit the proposed amendment to the people of New York in a
referendum. Thus, November 2013
would be the earliest opportunity for
New York voters to vote on the proposed casino amendment.
Governor Cuomo also expressed
his support for the construction of a
$4 billion, 3.8 million-square-foot convention center at the Aqueduct Racetrack. The proposed convention center
would be funded and operated by
Genting Group and would feature
three thousand hotel rooms. Additionally, if the state constitution were
to be amended, Genting Group has expressed an interest in converting the
Resorts World Casino New York City
into a Las Vegas-style gaming facility
featuring live table games. Despite
media reports to the contrary, the
Governor’s office has indicated that the
development of a convention center at
Aqueduct Racetrack would not guarantee Genting Group exclusive rights

to casino operations in New York City.
There is also proposed casino
development outside of New York
City. Casino operators and real estate
developers are vying for the right to
build a casino at the former site of
the Concord Resort in the Catskills.
Empire Resorts Inc., the owner of
the Monticello Casino and Raceway, has entered into an option agreement with Entertainment Property
Trust, whereby Empire Resorts has
the right to lease a parcel of land for
the development of a destination
casino resort. As part of the plan,
Empire Resorts would relocate its harness racing track and video gaming
casino from Monticello Raceway to the
new site. Louis Cappelli, a West
Chester, New York-based real estate
developer who formerly partnered
with Entertainment Property Trust
for development of the Concord site,
claims that he remains the master developer of the entire Concord site and
has partnered with the Mohegan
Tribal Gaming Authority to develop a
casino on an adjacent piece of land retained by Cappelli at the Concord site.

Continued on next page

Following the initial success of Resorts
World Casino (above and right), New York
Governor Andrew Cuomo is proposing to
amend the state’s Constitution to allow for
full-fledged Las Vegas-style casino gaming
located off Native American land.
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Board. However, the Board
in December 2010 revoked
Foxwoods’ license for not
meeting the licensing conditions and not having the facility opened within the
timeframe required under
the Act. Foxwoods apThis artist’s rendering of Foxwoods Philadelphia
shows great potential, but plans for the resort
pealed the Board’s decision, but the
have come to a halt
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court
upheld the revocation.
During the 2011 legislative session,
PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania Governor Edward Ren- a house bill was introduced that would
dell signed into law Act 71 on July 5, have put the remaining Category 2 li2004, allowing for a total of thirteen cense out to bid with a minimum bid of
slot machines licenses in three different $66.5 million for the slot license and
categories throughout the Common- table game license, removed the location
wealth. The first slots only casino of the license from Philadelphia which
opened in Pennsylvania on November would allow for the license to be considered for anywhere in
14, 2006, and there has
the Commonwealth, and
been
tremendous
removed
the ownership
growth in the Pennsylrestriction
for existing
vania gaming market
Pennsylvania’s
facilities allowing them
since this opening. In
established casinos to bid on the proposal.
January 2010, gaming
have been doing
This legislation was
in Pennsylvania was extabled
in December
extremely
well,
panded to allow for
2011, but similar legislatable games at the slot
so much so that
facilities. While there Pennsylvania gaming tion is expected to be
proposed during this
has been significant
revenue exceeded
legislative session.
growth, there have
New
Jersey’s
in
2011,
There also still rebeen some hurdles and
making it the second mains a Category 1 ratwo licenses remain
unissued. The two re- largest gaming market cino license that is to be
in the United States. awarded to the entity
sort style casino lithat received the last
censes are not expected
harness racing license,
to open until this year.
Valley View Downs, but
The most turbulent
the
entity
has
had
significant financial
of the licenses is the Foxwoods Casino
Category 2 license in Philadelphia trouble, and the parent company filed
which was initially approved in 2006. for bankruptcy. There was a bankThe construction of the Foxwoods’ ruptcy auction of the license, and the
project was delayed and financing for new owners recently received Harness
the project was ultimately lost. Fox- Racing Commission approval. Valley
woods requested various extensions, View Downs still must apply for a lisome of which were granted by the cense and receive approval from the

“

”
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Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board.
This proposed facility would be located
in northwestern Pennsylvania.
The Pennsylvania Legislature is
also considering transferring the functions of the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement (“BIE”) from the
Gaming Control Board and establishing a Gaming Unit within the Attorney
General’s office for investigation and
enforcement. The movement of the
BIE has been an on-going topic in
Pennsylvania and while the Pennsylvania Legislature believes that this would
add an additional layer of separation
between BIE and the Board, there have
been concerns raised as to the costs and
efficiency of this move. The proposed
structure would be very similar to the
old New Jersey structure, which was
found not to be the most efficient.
In conclusion, while Pennsylvania
gaming continues to expand with the
additional opening of facilities and licenses still to be issued, the question remains as to the effect the development
in New York, Massachusetts and
Maryland and the new facilities in New
Jersey will have on the Pennsylvania
market. ♣
Nick, Marie and Pat are in the Atlantic City office
of Fox Rothschild, a law firm with 500 lawyers in
eight states. The firm has one of the largest
gaming practices in the world, representing casinos,
manufacturers of gaming equipment, and private
equity firms and other investors on all aspects of
gaming law, both domestically and internationally.
Nick is Chair of the Gaming Group and has been
named as one of the leading gaming attorneys in
the world by Chambers Global and in the U.S. by
Best Lawyers in America. He can be reached at
ncasiello@foxrothschild.com. Marie has also been
named as one of the leading gaming attorneys in
the U.S. attorneys in the U.S., Chambers Global,
was selected for in Best Lawyers in America for
Gaming Law and included in a list of “New
Jersey’s Best Lawyers” in the area of Gaming
Law. Contact Marie at mjones@foxrothschild.com.
Pat has practiced in gaming law for almost two
decades, and he has served as the general
counsel of a publicly traded gaming company. Pat
can be reached at pmadamba@foxothschild.com.

A Dicey Future
for Illinois Gaming
By Michael A. Ficaro and Kristopher J. Stark
iverboat gambling in Illinois
first enjoyed its heyday in the
1840s when more than two
thousand gamblers operated
usually honest and skillful games on
the Mississippi River. Gambling on
the steamboats flourished during the
1850s despite the emergence of dishonest gamers trying to win big
stakes the easy way. Because the
Mississippi River became a battleground between Union and Confederate forces during the Civil War,
passenger steamboats ceased operation causing the disruption of riverboat gambling.
Wary of
professional gamblers and economic
conditions, states on both sides of
the river eventually passed laws prohibiting riverboat gambling, so that
by World War I, gambling on riverboats had ceased to exist.
Realizing the substantial profits
from legalized gambling in the
United States, the State of Iowa enacted the Iowa Excursion Boat Gambling Act in 1989, providing for the
licensing and regulating of excursion boats on the Mississippi and
Iowa waterways.
In 1990, oddsmakers were
shocked when, in response to Iowa,

R

the Illinois legislature narrowly
passed the Riverboat Gambling Act,
thrusting Illinois into the gaming
arena by authorizing ten riverboat
gaming operations.
For almost two decades, no expansion of riverboat gaming licenses
in Illinois had passed despite constant attempts in each and every legislative session. Every Governor,
including the two currently incarcerated in federal prison, held the
cards in this game because they had
veto power over any new legislation,
and each Governor was strenuously
opposed to any land based gambling
facility in Chicago.
Now, the forecast for the Illinois
gaming industry in 2012 and 2013 is
uncertain. Newly passed riverboat
gambling and video gaming legislation clearly demonstrates that the
Illinois legislature has chosen to go
“all in” for gambling expansion, but
the reality of Illinois politics has
stymied the implementation of that
expansion. Video gaming which
passed in June of 2009 has yet to license a single location and, according to Gaming Board sources, it
appears video gaming will not take
action until the first quarter of 2013.

Therefore, it will be at least another
twelve months before revenue is
generated for the state, municipalities, or the gaming manufacturers or
operators. Legislation providing for
a Chicago casino and four additional
statewide casinos passed the legislature in May 2011 but has intentionally not reached Governor Quinn’s
desk for signature. Wrangling
among the Governor’s office and the
legislative leaders as to whether the
passed expansion should include
slots at racetracks, whether an increase in gaming positions from
1,200 to 2,000 at casinos is too much
expansion, or whether Chicago
should control its own 4,000 position
casino are some of the major points
of contention. Governor Quinn,
however, has recently committed to
work with legislative leaders to pass
a gambling expansion bill which will
include additional riverboat casinos,
additional gaming positions and a
Chicago casino.
Meanwhile, the $31 billion in
video gaming revenue designated for
capital projects, the jobs that would
be created from that revenue and the
billions from riverboat expansion is
lost. In light of the fact that Illinois
CASINO LAWYER • SPRING 2012
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currently has an annual budget deficit According to the Wagering in Illinois
of over $16 billion and that payments 2011 report, since the indoor smoking
to state vendors are currently in ar- ban began in January 2008, adjusted
rears by $8.5 billion, the impact of this gross receipts for Illinois riverboats
impasse is profound.
have fallen a combined 30.7% from preOver the last decade, the Midwest smoking ban levels.
region of the United
Specifically, adjusted
States has become one of
gross revenue (AGR) for
the top areas for gaming.
the Chicago area riverAccording to the 2011
boats in Illinois has
The competition
American Gaming Assodropped
35.5% since the
for the gaming
ciation State of the States dollar in the Midwest indoor smoking ban
Report, the Chicagoland
began. In contrast, the
continues
to
grow.
area is the third largest
receipts for Indiana’s four
The development closest riverboats in the
casino market in the
of new casinos in Chicago area that have
country, trailing only Las
the St. Louis area no smoking ban inVegas and Atlantic City.
bordering Illinois creased slightly at 0.6%.
The American Gaming
has already come Similarly, Illinois’ AGR
Association also reports
to fruition.
that Illinois was the sevfigures are down 33.8%.
enth highest commercial
Currently, Illinois
casino tax revenue proriverboat revenues are on
ducing state in the nation
a staggering downward
in 2010, down from its 2009 ranking of trend. The 2011 tax amount of $324
fifth and its 2007 ranking of third. million was the lowest amount since
The four Indiana riverboats closest to 1999. The adjusted gross receipts of
Chicago make up 61.7% of all gaming Illinois riverboats fell a combined
positions in that region. Now that the 3.85% in 2011 and marked the fourth
newly opened Des Plaines Rivers consecutive fiscal year of decline. The
Casino in Illinois positions are in- amount, $1.351 billion in 2011, is 31%
cluded, Indiana’s portion of the Lake below the amount collected in 2007.
Michigan 1,200 positions drops to Clearly, admission and receipt totals at
61.9%. But even with this new Illinois Illinois’ riverboats have suffered.
casino, the majority of the gaming poMeanwhile, the competition for
sitions remain in Indiana despite the the gaming dollar in the Midwest
fact that the majority of the population continues to grow. The development
is in Illinois.
of new casinos in the St. Louis area
Several factors have contributed to bordering Illinois has already come
the dramatic slide in Illinois’ riverboat to fruition. Indiana has continued to
figures over the last four fiscal years in- increase gaming revenues by adding
cluding: a struggling economy, a re- casinos, racinos and increased gamduction in discretionary spending, ing positions. Unlike Illinois, which
increased competition from other states limits the number of gaming posiand the effects of the graduated tax tions to 1,200, Indiana has no limitastructure. However, the numbers con- tion. Indiana’s Hammond Horseshoe
tinue to suggest that the biggest con- boasts of having over 3,400 gaming
tributor to the drop in Illinois casino positions just twenty minutes from
revenues is the indoor smoking ban. downtown Chicago.
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Illinois is the lowest AGR producing state in the Midwest. Illinois’
2011 AGR total of $1.351 billion is
now lower than Indiana ($2.772 billion), Missouri ($1.806 billion), and
for the first time, Iowa ($1.375 billion). Just four years ago in 2007, Illinois’ adjusted gross receipts total was
$638 million higher than Iowa and
$358 million higher than Missouri.
In 2011, Illinois trailed Iowa by $24
million and Missouri by $455 million.
In this same time period, the gap between Illinois and Indiana in AGR
has grown from $684 million to
$1.421 billion. Indiana’s AGR totals
in 2011 more than doubled that of
Illinois. All of these totals are despite
the fact that Illinois has a decisive advantage over these states in population and per capital income.
According to the 2011 Illinois
Commission on Government Forecasting and Accounting, when combining
all of the gambling-related sources of
income in Illinois, casino, horse racing,
lottery and charitable gaming, revenues fell 2.5% in 2011 to $1.021 billion. This is the lowest combined total
for these revenue sources since 2001
and marks the fifth consecutive fiscal
year that overall gaming revenues have
declined. Lottery gets the biggest revenue play in Illinois, and a recent Justice Department ruling allowing
intrastate internet lottery sales, along
with operation of the lottery by a private manager will continue to grow
lottery revenue.
In July 2011, additional riverboat
revenues finally began coming in to
casino gaming again from the re-opening of the tenth riverboat license with
the Rivers Casino in Des Plaines. So
far, the Rivers Casino revenue numbers
have been extraordinary. According to
the Illinois Gaming Board’s Monthly
Revenue Report, the December AGR

was over $33 million with electronic ing applicants, it appears that video
gaming device win per day in excess gaming will not commence in Illinois
of $900, almost twice that of Illinois’ until 2013 at the earliest. Additionsecond best casino in Elgin. More- ally, since video gaming was legalized
over, 414,257 gaming patrons visited in Illinois, a number of local governthe casino in August – far surpassing ments have voted to ban video gamthe second most visited property, ing in their areas. The City of
Grand Victoria in Elgin, at 140,039. Chicago, due to a pre-existing law,
The cannibalizing impact that this must “opt-in” in order to offer video
casino will have of the other four Illi- gaming, which the City has yet to do.
The IGB enjoys its reputation as
nois riverboats in the Chicago area, as
well as the nearby Indiana casinos In- the toughest regulator in the world of
gaming. In the past, the IGB members
diana, is being closely watched.
With the 2009 enactment of the and staff have demonstrated a willVideo Gaming Act (VGA), video poker ingness to drill down farther than any
devices became legal in bars, restau- other gaming jurisdiction on its license
rants and truck stops across the state, applicants. Added staff and resources
as well as facilities operated by frater- have enhanced that reputation. The
nal and veteran organizations. Estab- due diligence of IGB staff has relishments where liquor is sold may sulted in video gaming licensing inoperate devices only during hours vestigations taking longer than
when liquor can be legally sold. Truck applicants and investors anticipated.
In addition, the VGA has added
stops may operate devices at any time.
additional suitability
Each licensed location is
criteria for the IGB to
capable of having five
consider in licensing. In
devices. Video poker,
its January 2012 meetblackjack and line games
Lottery gets the
ing, Chairman Jaffe reitare legal.
biggest revenue
erated that all VGA
Video Gaming revenues were earmarked play in Illinois, and licenses are subject to
examination for: their
for the capital projects
a recent Justice
fund to pay for $31 bilDepartment ruling background, including
lion of projects across allowing intrastate criminal record, reputation, habits, social or
Illinois and to provide
internet lottery
thousands of union consales, along with business associations, or
prior activities that pose
struction jobs. Due to
operation
of
the
a threat to the public incomplications from litigation challenging the lottery by a private terests of the state or to
manager will
the security and instatute and a misstep by
continue to grow tegrity of video gamthe Illinois Gaming
lottery revenue.
ing.
Additionally,
Board (IGB) in selecting
applicants for license
a company to develop a
must not create or encentral communications
system, video gaming,
hance the dangers of
this latest form of legalized gambling, unsuitable, unfair, or illegal practices,
has yet to begin in Illinois. Because of methods and activities in the conduct
the time it takes to investigate and of video gaming nor present quesprocess the thousands of video gam- tionable business practices and finan-
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cial arrangements incidental to the
conduct of video gaming activities
In light of Illinois regulatory history, the thoroughness of staff, plus
the fact that the IGB acknowledged its
awareness that illegal video devices
have been operating throughout Illinois for years, there is no doubt that
additional scrutiny will take place for
all video gaming license applicants.
Consequently, in twenty-nine
months since the passing of the VGA,
only sixteen of thirty-one manufacturer, distributor and supplier applicants have been granted licensing.
Only sixteen of 101 terminal operators have been licensed. No applications for locations among the potential
15,000 bars, restaurants and approved
facilities have even been issued. In January, IGB Administrator Mark Ostrowski announced that the staff has
over 1,500 active investigations pending for VGA licensing. Compounding
the difficulty of the massive amount
of regulatory scrutiny remaining, four
out of the five IGB members are new.
All this spells uncertainty for
Illinois gambling revenue enhancement. The future of Illinois as a gaming market leader again is dicey. ♣
Contact Michael A. Ficaro at
maficaro@uhlaw.com

Wagering in Illinois 2011 Update – A Report
from the Commission in Government Forecasting
and Accountability 2011
Licensing Under the Illinois Video Gaming Act,
by Michael A. Ficaro, Gaming Enterprise
Management, September 2009
Illinois, by Michael A. Ficaro, International
Casino Law – 4th Edition 2004

American Gaming Association, 2011 Edition,
State of the States

Illinois Gaming Board Monthly Revenue Reports
Illinois Gaming Board Annual Report
for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Illinois Gaming and Casino Association
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Chicago’s Casino
Opportunity:

Senate Bill 1849
By Cory Aronovitz and Keenan Ballo

he City of Chicago is a place
many tourists visit to see world
famous sports teams such as
the Bears, Cubs, or Sox, but
many of these tourists also want to
be able to experience the entertainment of a casino. However, as any
resident knows, the nearest casino to
Chicago is the Horseshoe Casino, located in Hammond, Indiana, roughly
seventeen miles away. While tourists
are just as puzzled as Chicago residents that Indiana has the closest
casino for gambling entertainment,
lawmakers and state officials have
been working diligently to bring
gaming to Chicago.
The solution to this issue is Illinois Senate Bill 1849, which if passed
will bring a casino to Chicago and will
expand gaming drastically throughout
the Chicagoland area. SB 1849 calls for
the construction of five casinos in the
following areas: City of Chicago,
Rockford, Danville, Park City, and
South Suburbs of Chicago. The bill
also allows for slot machines at racetracks. Specifically, racetracks in
Chicago would get 1,200 gambling po-

T
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sitions, which is the exact number of
positions allowed at existing casinos.
Furthermore, the amount of gambling
positions at existing and new casinos
would increase to 1,600 positions,
while the Chicago-based casino
would receive 4,000 gaming positions.
Senate Bill (SB) 1849 is a revised
version of Senate Bill 744, which was
approved by the Illinois General Assembly in early 2011. Most of the
changes from SB 744 came from Governor Pat Quinn’s detailed suggestions
when rewriting the bill. Although the
House Executive Committee passed
SB 1849 on November 8, 2011, they
shortly after began experiencing some
heavy scrutiny and criticism. The portion of the bill that is of most concern
is the placement of slot machines at
racetracks or “racinos”. Those who
contend with this portion of the bill
believe slot machines at Illinois’ Arlington Racetrack would have a devastating financial impact on Elgin’s
Grand Victoria Casino, a main source
of revenue for the City of Elgin.
While intra-state competition might
lead to concerns about gaming rev-

enue for specific cities in Illinois, the
alarming issue that must be considered
is that gaming in neighboring states
continues to grow. The expansion of
new casinos bordering Illinois continues, and the already established casinos continue to take an enormous
amount of revenue from Illinois. Some
of these casinos include: River City
& Lumiere Casinos in St. Louis and
Horseshoe & Majestic Star Casinos
in Indiana. Additionally, nearby Ohio
plans to open four casinos by the end
of 2013.
Accordingly, Wagering in Illinois
2011: A report from the Commission on
Government Forecasting and Accountability reports Illinois as the lowest revenue producing State in the Midwest,
in terms of adjusted gross receipts. As
shown Illinois’ FY 2011 AGR total of
$1.351 billion is now lower than Indiana ($2.772 billion), Missouri ($1.806
billion), and for the first time, Iowa
($1.375 billion). Just four years ago in
FY 2007, Illinois’ adjusted gross receipts total was $638 million higher
than Iowa and $358 million higher
than Missouri. Now, in FY 2011, Illi-

Lang stated that he has “been trynois trails Iowa by $24 million and
Missouri by $455 million. In this same ing to pass a gaming expansion bill for
time period, the gap between Illinois 20 years.” And that for him the issue
“has never been about
and Indiana in AGR has
GAMING, but more imgrown from $684 million
portantly, about jobs and
to $1.421 billion. Indiana’s
economic development.”
AGR totals in FY 2011
In order for
Lang added that the legismore than doubled that of
Illinois to
lature “passed a gaming bill
Illinois.” Ironically, the
maintain its
American Gaming Associa- growth in casino this year that was not suption (AGA) rates the and horseracing ported by Governor Quinn.
opposes the provision
Chicagoland area as the
revenue, change He
that would allow slot mathird largest casino market
needs to be
chines at race tracks.” He
in the country, “with an esimplemented.
said that in his judgment,
timated $2.057 billion mar“this is an error by him as
ket,” trailing only Las
there is already gaming
Vegas and Atlantic City.
going on at race tracks, and
Nevertheless, the problem
with the Chicagoland figure is it also we have over 30,000 people working in
includes bordering Indiana casinos. the horse racing industry, and we leak
However, a Chicago-based casino does jobs out of Illinois every day.”
The main reason SB 1849 did not
not exist, so how is Chicagoland the
third largest casino market? The fact is pass in November 2011 is Governor
that it is not. Chicago is clearly losing Quinn’s rigid stance against slot marevenue dollars from its own tax-pay- chines at horse racing tracks. Many
proponents of this bill are not an agreeing citizens to bordering states.
Illinois Governor Pat Quinn has ment with Quinn on this issue, and they
recently shown some optimism that the might have a plausible argument.
In October, 2011, Governor Quinn
Chicago gaming expansion may reach
an agreement in the spring of 2012, issued a “Framework for Gaming in
but as of now the status of the bill re- Illinois” in response to SB 1849. The
mains uncertain. The uncertainty is Governor provided three general areas
due to the fact that in November 2011, for the legislature to address: Preserve
when SB 1849 was called before the integrity and prevent corruption; ProIllinois House of Representatives, it re- vide for a smaller and targeted expanceived 58 “yes” votes, 53 “no” votes, and sion; and Guarantee fair revenue
3 “present” votes. The 58 “yes” votes sharing. Some specific objections rewas short of bill sponsor, Representa- lated to issuing temporary or provitive Lou Lang’s, stated goal of finding sional licenses for video gaming
seventy-one “yes” votes, which would locations and a ban on contributions
be enough support to override a guar- from the gaming industry. Some of
anteed veto from Governor Quinn. As these concerns were taken into account
a result of not being passed, Represen- when Lang revised the legislation, intative Lou Lang placed the bill on post- cluding removing temporary/proviponed consideration in order to sional licenses for video gaming.
In 2010, the 2011 AGA Survey of
maintain its ability to be called again in
Casino Entertainment reported “Indispring 2012.
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anapolis, Indiana, as third in the list of
Top 10 U.S Racetrack Casinos, with
$445.67 million in revenue.” With the
gaming industry as a significant source
of jobs, which according to AGA, “employed 340,564 people who earned
$13.3 billion in wages, benefits and tips
during 2010,” Illinois needs to be taking advantage of this opportunity.
Many involved with Illinois’ horseracing industry also agree and are eager
for Illinois to take action. These video
gaming terminals in horse tracks will
undoubtedly bring revenue and revive
a stagnant industry in Illinois, which in
2010 produced the lowest handle
amount in the last thirty years in Illinois horseracing. Once the attendance
at these racetracks decreases, racing
purses will follow suit. Therefore, other
neighboring states, which offer higher
purses and quality racing, will take a
significant amount of revenue away
from Illinois.
In order for Illinois to maintain
its growth in casino and horseracing
revenue, change needs to be implemented. Although SB 1849 may have
been hurried during the final days of
the 2011 Veto Session, it seems Legislators now have the chance to analyze and identify the positive aspects
of this bill. Gambling legislation is a
very intricate and convoluted issue,
and patience is of the essence. ♣
Cory Aronovitz is a founding member of the
International Masters of Gaming Law, an
adjunct professor of Gaming Law at the John
Marshall Law School, an editor of the Gaming
Law Review and listed among America’s Best
Gaming Lawyers. His firm, The Casino Law
Group is based in Chicago.
Keenan Ballo is a second year law student
at John Marshall Law School in the City of
Chicago. He hosts a daily gaming/casino law blog
(Everything Gaming/Casino Law) and is
interning with the Casino Law Group.
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Indian Gaming on the Rise Again…
But Not Everywhere or For All Tribes
By Alan P. Meister, Ph.D.

n July 2011, the National Indian
Gaming Commission (NIGC) released high-level aggregate figures showing that gaming
revenue at Indian gaming facilities
was back on the rise again in 2010.
This was significant in light of the
fact that Indian gaming on a nationwide basis had come off its first-ever
decline in 2009, and maybe even more
importantly, after four straight years
of slower growth (i.e., lower growth
rates).

THE WIDER PERSPECTIVE

I

However, does this mean that all
is well for Indian gaming? To answer
this question, this article relies on
data and findings from the recently
released edition of the Indian Gaming
Industry Report (2012 Edition) to (1)
gain a wider perspective of the per16
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formance of Indian gaming in light
of the economic climate and the performance of other segments of the
gaming industry, (2) dig a little
deeper into the performance of Indian gaming at state and facility levels, and (3) explore the potential for
future growth.

In the wake of the Great Recession, which officially started in late
2007 and ran through mid-2009, the
gaming industry, like much of the
U.S. economy, showed signs of recovery in 2010. With gross domestic
product (GDP) and personal disposable income on the rise and employment decreasing at a slower rate both
nationwide and in every state, some
of the gaming industry showed improvement. At the nationwide level,
the Indian gaming, commercial casinos, and card rooms segments all
grew at faster rates (or declined at
slower rates) than in 2009. In particular, Indian gaming made up for its
first ever decline in gaming revenue
in 2009 (-1 percent), growing slightly
over one percent to $26.7 billion in
2010.
Despite some recovery of Indian
gaming in 2010, the relatively slow
growth was still a part of the larger
overall slowdown of Indian gaming
starting in 2005. Furthermore, the
2010 growth rate was significantly
below the pre-recession growth rates
– approximately 15 percent from
2002 through 2005, 10 percent in
2006, and 4 percent in 2007 (although
the 2007 growth rate may have been
negatively impacted in part by the beginning of the recession). Lower
consumer confidence and higher unemployment relative to their pre-recession levels continued to result in

decreased spending at gaming facilities. Mean- percent of gaming revenue.
while, restricted lending and more expensive
In addition to having a significant impact
financing resulted in fewer casino develop- on Native American tribes and the gaming inments (e.g., introductions of new
dustry in general, Indian gamfacilities, and expansions and rening continues to make
ovations of existing facilities) as
significant contributions to the
compared to previous years.
U.S. economy. Indian gaming
While the slower growth in In addition to having facilities, including their non2008, 2009, and 2010 can be at- a significant impact gaming operations, directly
on Native American generated approximately $28.6
tributed in large part to the gentribes and the
eral slowdown in the U.S.
billion in output and supported
gaming
industry
economy, it cannot explain the
about 306,000 jobs and $12.6
in general, Indian
slowdown in Indian gaming prebillion in wages in calendar
gaming continues year 2010. Indian gaming also
ceding the beginning of the recesto make significant led to output, jobs, and wages
sion. In part, this phenomenon
contributions
to the outside of Indian gaming facilwas the result of public policies
U.S. economy.
that restricted the supply of Inities and tribal reservations.
dian gaming. These public policies
Furthermore, all of this ecohave included proposed and ennomic activity led to indirect
acted legislation and regulations,
tax revenue and direct payas well as judicial decisions and tribal-state ments to federal, state, and local governments.
gaming compacts.
In 2010, it is estimated that Indian gaming diDespite the continuing slowdown, Indian rectly and indirectly led to approximately:
gaming continued to play a significant role in
• $86.0 billion in output;
the gaming industry. In 2010, Indian gaming
• 706,000 jobs;
generated approximately 44 percent of all U.S.
• $29.2 billion in wages;
casino gaming revenue (i.e. gaming revenue
• $12.4 billion in federal, state,
generated at Indian gaming facilities, commerand local tax revenue; and
cial casinos, and racinos). This was second to
• $1.5 billion in direct payments to
the commercial casinos segment, which led the
federal, state, and local governments.
way with approximately 45 percent of casino
gaming revenue. However, Indian gaming con- DIGGING DEEPER
tinued to gain ground and is poised to overtake While Indian gaming grew slightly on a nathe commercial casino segment in the near fu- tionwide basis in 2010, the performance of Indian gaming varied widely across states and
ture.
In terms of the entire gaming industry (i.e. gaming facilities. At the state level, gaming
Indian gaming, commercial casinos, racinos, revenue growth varied from +61 percent in Alcard rooms, lotteries, pari-mutuel wagering, abama to -7 percent in North Carolina, with a
charitable gaming, convenience gambling, strong majority of the states (19 of 28) expecruise ships, and non-casino VLTs), Indian riencing growth over 2009. The fastest growgaming generated approximately 29 percent of ing states after Alabama were Texas, Alaska,
gaming revenue in 2009, the last year for which Louisiana, Washington, Michigan, Mississippi,
data were available for all gaming segments. and New York. Florida and Oklahoma also exThis was second only to the commercial casino perienced growth in 2010 (approximately 1
segment, which generated approximately 31 percent and 4 percent, respectively), but much
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Alan P. Meister, Ph.D.
ameister@nathaninc.com
Alan P. Meister, Ph.D. is a Principal
Economist at Nathan Associates Inc.,
one of the oldest and most respected
economic consulting firms in the
United States. Dr. Meister specializes
in the application of economic analysis
to legal and regulatory proceedings,
public policy matters, and strategic
business issues. He has extensive
experience analyzing economic issues
related to the gaming industry,
including commercial casinos, racinos,
card rooms, online gaming, and
particularly, Indian gaming, and he
leads the Gaming Industry and Indian
Gaming consulting practices at
Nathan Associates. His work has
included economic and fiscal impact
analyses, industry and market analyses,
assessments of regulatory policies,
analyses of tribal-state gaming
compacts and revenue sharing,
feasibility studies, surveys, and
economic analysis and expert testimony
in litigation and regulatory matters.
Dr. Meister has also conducted years
of independent, scholarly research on
Indian gaming and authored a number
of publications, most notably his annual study, the Indian Gaming
Industry Report. His gaming
research and analyses have been relied
upon before the United States Supreme
Court and a panel of the World Trade
Organization. He also has been
commissioned by the National Indian
Gaming Commission to independently
analyze the economic effects of
proposed regulatory changes.
He can be reached at (949) 474-4955
or ameister@nathaninc.com.
For more information on Nathan
Associates, please visit:
www.nathaninc.com. For more
information on the Indian Gaming
Industry Report, please visit:
www.indiangamingreport.com.
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less than in previous years. The
fastest declining states after North
Carolina were Idaho, Iowa, Connecticut, and California.

The disparity in the performance
of Indian gaming is clearly reflected
in the top revenue generating states.
In 2010, the largest state in terms of
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities continued to be California, with
$6.8 billion. It alone accounted for just
over 25 percent of gaming revenue at
Indian gaming facilities nationwide.
The top two states, California and
Oklahoma, generated a combined 38
percent of gaming revenue. Meanwhile, the top five states, which added
Connecticut, Florida, and Washington
to California and Oklahoma, accounted for approximately 61 percent
of gaming revenue. The level of concentration for the top ten states, which
added Arizona, Minnesota, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and New York to the top
five states, was 86 percent of gaming
revenue in 2010.
The states that made some of the
largest positive contribution to nationwide gaming revenue growth
were large Indian gaming states with
healthy growth rates (from high to
18
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low): Washington, Oklahoma, Michigan, and New York. The states that
made the largest negative contribution
to nationwide Indian gaming growth
were large Indian
gaming states that
experienced declines (from low to
high): California,
Connecticut, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.
At the gaming
facility level, where
239 Native American tribes operated
448 gaming facilities in 28 states,
approximately 49
percent of the facilities experienced growth in gaming
revenue, while 51 percent experienced
declines. In the extremes, about five
percent grew 50 percent or more,
while nearly 13 percent declined 10
percent or more.
Gaming revenue also continued
to be highly concentrated among the
top revenue generating Indian gaming
facilities. In 2010, the top 5 percent of
all Indian gaming facilities, which each
generated $250 million or more, accounted for approximately 38 percent
of total gaming revenue at all Indian
gaming facilities. And while the top
30 percent of gaming facilities, which
each generated $50 million or more,
accounted for about 85 percent of nationwide gaming revenue, the bottom
34 percent of gaming facilities, which
each generated $10 million or less, accounted for only 2 percent of nationwide gaming revenue.

THE FUTURE OUTLOOK

In light of Indian gaming’s turnaround in 2010 and anecdotal evidence

from 2011, the short-term to midterm future outlook for Indian gaming
looks promising. Even with only a
slow recovery, 2010 was certainly
something positive to build on. The
economy will improve over time,
bringing back consumer confidence,
disposable income, spending on casino
gambling, and financing for future
casino developments – however,
maybe not to the pre-recession levels.
There are several potential sources of
future Indian gaming growth once the
economy recovers:
• States where tribes were previously
restricted in terms of gaming supply
but are now able to expand;
• Continued success of Class II machines, as long as regulations do not
become significantly more restrictive;

• Continued growth in smaller, less
mature Indian gaming states with
limited competition and/or unmet
demand; and

• The abundance of new gaming facilities under construction, existing facilities being expanded, and new
casinos being proposed and planned,
including 20 applications before the
BIA for land into trust for gaming
purposes.

While the mid-term outlook for
Indian gaming looks good, the longterm outlook for Indian gaming is uncertain. Any number of things could
negatively impact Indian gaming, including public policies that restrict Indian gaming and limit its expansion
(e.g., legal challenges, legislation, regulations, and gaming compacts), the
maturation of gaming markets, and
increasing competition. ♣

Off-Reservation Gaming
Have the Floodgates Opened?
By Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier

s of late summer 2011, only
five tribes had obtained approval for conducting “offreservation gaming” since the
passage of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”) nearly twentythree years earlier. Yet in a span of
just three months in late 2011, Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs
Larry Echohawk issued three favorable decisions for “off-reservation“
gaming applications.
Have the floodgates truly
opened, as certain opponents to
tribal gaming feared with the announcement of Echohawk’s June of
2011 guidance memorandum? Or
have these decisions simply been
slow, yet justified, in coming as a result of the attendant political
processes? First, a little refresher on
the process involved.

A

LANDS MUST BE HELD IN TRUST
FOR GAMING PURPOSES

The IGRA only permits gaming on
“Indian lands” - which include (1) all
lands within the limits of any Indian
reservation; (2) lands held in trust by
the United States for the benefit of
any Indian Tribe; or (3) lands held
by an Indian Tribe subject to restriction by the United States
against alienation and over which an
Indian Tribe exercises governmental power. Gaming is prohibited on
any lands acquired after October 17,
1988, unless the lands either fall into

one of several exceptions - (1) initial
reservation lands for newly recognized tribe; (2) land claim settlement;
or (3) restored lands to tribe restored
to federal recognition. If none of
these exceptions apply, the tribe
must obtain a favorable two-part determination from the Secretary of
the Interior and the concurrence of
the governor for the state where the
land is located. The moniker “offreservation gaming” has been used
to describe the two-part determination/governor concurrence exception, although some have tried to
broaden its definition.
Over the years, the land-intotrust process was generally guided
by the rules and regulations contained in 25 C.F.R. Part 151 and the
Office of Indian Gaming Management checklist for gaming and gaming-related acquisitions. Prior “off
reservation” gaming applications
were granted to the Forest County
Potawatomi (Milwaukee, Wisconsin
- July, 1990), Kalispel Tribe (Airway
Heights, Washington - August
1997), Keweenaw Bay Indian Community (Marquette County, MI May, 2000), Fort Mojave Indian
Tribe (Needles, CA - February,
2008), and Northern Cheyenne
Tribe (Big Horn County, MT - October 2008) - in each case, the governor of the state ultimately
concurred in the favorable decision.
In January of 2008, the Depart-

ment of the Interior issued a guidance memorandum which required
the application reviewers to ask specific questions where the lands at
issue exceeded a “commutable distance” from the tribe’s existing
reservation due to the impact such a
distant acquisition may or may not
have on life on the reservation. The
guidance emphasized that, as the distance from the reservation increases,
greater weight should be given to
state and local concerns. Based on
this memorandum, eleven pending
applications were denied and eleven
applications were rejected due to incomplete information.
Interestingly, the Department
published final regulations a few
months later which implemented the
off-reservation exception.
(25
C.F.R. Part 292, May, 2008.) The
regulations outlined four general
steps an applicant tribe must take
prior to successfully receiving a positive determination:

The tribe must submit a written
request to the Secretary for a
determination that the proposed
tribal casino is in the best interest of
the tribe and is not detrimental to
the surrounding community. In support of its application, the tribe is required to submit certain specific
information to assist the Secretary in
determining whether the casino is in

1.
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the best interest of the tribe and
whether the casino will not be detrimental to the surrounding community. The tribe also must advise the
Secretary of the distance of the land
from the tribe’s reservation lands and
the governmental headquarters. If
there is a nearby Indian tribe with a
significant historical connection to the
land, any impact on that tribe’s traditional cultural connection to the land
must be addressed.

The Secretary is required to consult with the tribe and appropriate state and local officials, including
officials of nearby Indian tribes.

2.

Following the foregoing consultation, the Secretary will make the
two-part determination.

3.

If the Secretary makes a positive
determination, the Secretary will
notify the governor of the affected
state. The governor must then determine whether to concur in the Secretary’s determination. The governor
has a final, non-reviewable right to
concur - or not.

4.

As a result of the January of
2008 guidance memorandum, the land
into trust application process in
essence went into a holding pattern other than granting the Fort Mojave
application - where the land was only
two miles from the reservation, and
the Northern Cheyenne application where the land was only fifteen miles
away from the reservation.

NEW ADMINISTRATION MOVES
FORWARD WITH APPLICATIONS

It was not until the new Obama administration came on board in early
2009 that the land into trust process
appeared to start moving again. In
June of 2010, the new Secretary of
20
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the Interior issued a directive which
did not explicitly reverse the prior administration’s January 2008 memorandum; however, the Secretary
opined that the Department needed to
provide “clarity” regarding how it will
review and make decisions on (1) “off
reservation” applications; and (2)
reservation or “equal footing” applications. The Secretary recommended
that the Assistant Secretary “undertake a thorough study of the (“offreservation”) issues and review
current guidance and regulatory standards to guide the Department’s decision-making in this important area.”
The Secretary concluded it is “important that we move forward with processing applications and requests for
gaming on Indian lands within the
context of objective statutory and
regulatory criteria.”
Thereafter, the Assistant Secretary held multiple tribal consultation
sessions and “thoroughly reviewed issues and policies regarding off-reservation gaming.” In June of 2011, the
Assistant Secretary issued his own
guidance memorandum wherein the
January 2008 memorandum was officially withdrawn. He further specified
how the Department would consider
applications for gaming under the offreservation gaming exception. Specifically, the Assistant Secretary
determined that the Part 151 regulations already provided an opportunity
to scrutinize off-reservation applications and that “no guidance beyond
the regulations is necessary in guiding the Department’s case-by-case
analysis for each unique fee-to-trust
application.”

DEPARTMENT FINALLY ACTS UPON
LAND INTO TRUST APPLICATIONS

At the time the Assistant Secretary
issued his June of 2011 memorandum,
there were ten “off-reservation” gam-

ing applications pending before the
Department. The oldest application
was filed in 2000, while the newest applications were filed in 2006. Using
the foregoing guidance and regulations, in September of 2011, the Assistant Secretary issued positive
determinations for the North Fork
Rancheria (305 acres located in
Madera County, California - 38 miles
from the Rancheria) and the Enterprise Rancheria (40 acres located in
Yuba County, California - 54 miles
from the Rancheria). At the same time,
the Assistant Secretary denied the
Pueblo of Jemez’ off-reservation application for land in Anthony, New
Mexico, as well as an application for
the Guidiville Band seeking land in
Contra Costa County, California, pursuant to the “restored tribe” exception.
In late December, the Assistant
Secretary granted the application of
the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community
of Michigan, whereby that tribe could
move its existing casino operations in
Chocolay Township to another township in Marquette County where the
former airport was located. Although
not technically deemed “off reservation” applications, in July of 2011, the
Assistant Secretary granted three applications pending by the Osage Tribe
under the “land in Oklahoma” exception of the IGRA.
The three favorable determinations issued in 2011 are not the end
of the game. In each case, the governor for each state implicated must
concur in the Assistant Secretary’s
determination. The governor has
one year to make his decision. At this
juncture, it is unknown whether the
California governor will concur in
the North Fork and Enterprise decisions. Indeed, it is likely the governor will take the full year to make his
decision. Likewise, it is unknown
what the Michigan governor will do

with the Keweenaw Bay decision.
With the Keweenaw Bay’s first favorable off-reservation gaming application in 2000, it took settlement of
litigation to eventually obtain the
governor’s concurrence.

WHAT‘S NEXT?

At present, there are six “off-reservation gaming” applications pending: (1)
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs
of Oregon (Cascade Locks); (2) Los
Coyotes Band of California; (3) Kaw
Nation of Oklahoma; (4) Manzanita
Band of Mission Indians of California;
(5) Hannahville Indian Community,
Michigan; and (6) Spokane Tribe,
Washington (land is already in trust).
There also are applications pending for
the Wyandotte Tribe of Oklahoma for
certain land in Kansas (land claim settlement exception) and the Mashpee
Wampanoag Tribe of Massachusetts

(initial reservation exception). Restored tribe exception applications are
pending for the Cloverdale Rancheria
of California, Ione Band of Miwok Indians of California, Samish Indian Nation of Washington, and Scotts Valley
Band of Pomo Indians of California.
There are several pending applications
for on/contiguous to reservation applications and applications under the
Land in Oklahoma exception.
To add a further wrinkle , in January of this year, the Assistant Secretary reaffirmed the federal recognition
status of the Tejon Indian Tribe of
California. As a result, that Tribe is expected to submit a land-into-trust application pursuant to the initial
reservation exception.
So, has there been a significant
change in “off reservation gaming”?
Not really. Granted, the list of approved off-reservation applications ex-

panded “dramatically” from five to
eight in just a few months. However,
there has been no “rush” by tribes to
file off-reservation gaming applications.
Notwithstanding the “new directive”
from 2011, significant challenges still
remain for tribes seeking a positive
two-part eligibility determination for
taking the land into trust for gaming
purposes. ♣
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Legal Overview of the Spanish
Online Gaming Market
By Xavier Muñoz Bellvehí

n May 27, 2011, the Spanish
Gaming Law 13/2011 was
approved. After that, a series
of statutory regulations
were developed, and on November 16,
once all the main regulations had
been passed, the Spanish Government
published the official rules for the licensing administrative procedure
(similar to a public tender). The deadline for the submission of the license
applications was set for December 14,
2011, after which date no license applications would be accepted.
In the middle of the process above, on
November 20, 2011, Spain went
through a process of general elections and, as a result, a new party
came into power (the conservative
party, Partido Popular). The new Government is also in favour of liberalizing the online gaming market;

O
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however, it will want to do certain things on its own way.
As an initial step, on December 30, the entrant Government issued some regulations
stating that the punishing
regime (which particularly affects those operators currently
offering gaming services in
Spain) would enter into force as
of June 30, 2012, or at the time
when the first license is granted.
This is a significant change
from the prior date of January
1, 2012, for the punishing
regime to enter into force. This
change gives the new Government a
six month extra period during which
it will review all the license applications submitted, ensure the due homologation and certification of all
gaming platforms, issue any pending
regulation, and modify any particular
aspects in the existing regulations.
Currently around forty operators
have applied for their licenses. Those
applications will be reviewed, and the
licenses will be granted or denied
during the upcoming months. The
new Government expects to grant
the first licenses by April 2012.
In spite of the tortuous Spanish
licensing process, at the moment
Spain has all the main regulations in
place and has a quite well defined
legal framework. Of course some issues are still pending, additional reg-

ulations are necessary, and the Spanish Gambling Regulator (“SGR”) will
have to monitor and guide the market
in many ways; however, in my opinion, operators have a reasonably clear
framework to start their business.
From a commercial point of view,
they should put their efforts in rapidly understanding and making the
best out of this framework.

SPANISH LICENSING SYSTEM

The offering of any gambling activity in Spain is subject to obtaining a
prior licence from the SGR. The law
foresees three types of licences: general licence, singular licence, and authorization.
General Licences: As explained, the
deadline for filing the application for
general licences expired December
14, 2011. A new licensing procedure
could be opened at any time by the
Government although this is currently not expected. Operators could
also request a new licensing procedure to be opened, a process which
would take around two years. The license applications for the general licenses are currently under revision
and will be granted before June 30.
These licenses can authorize operators to offer those games classified
within the categories of Lotteries,
Bets, Raffles, Contests and Other
games. The undergoing licensing

On the other hand, operators holding a
procedure will grant the licenses for the activities of Bets, Contests and Other games. The li- general license will be able to apply for singular
censes for Lotteries are reserved to the national licenses at any time in the future (the deadline
lottery operators (SELAE and ONCE). Those of December 14, 2011, was only in relation to
for Raffles were excluded from this first licens- general licenses).
Each singular licence must be granted
ing process.
In accordance with Article 3 of the Royal under the umbrella of a general license as
Decree 1614/2011 regarding licenses and au- shown in the following table:
thorizations, those operators who provide their
gaming services to customers and own
GEN ERAL
B e ts
Ot her Games
C o n te s t
a gaming platform will be required to
LICENC ES
obtain a license. However, those comSIN GULAR
panies who “partially” undertake gamLICENC ES
Fixed odds sports betting
Roulette
Contest
ing activities will also be required to
Pool sports betting
Poker
obtain a license if their income for such
Other fixed odds betting
Baccarat
activity is directly related to the revFixed odds horse betting
Blackjack
enue obtained from the gaming activity
and at the same time, “undertake any
Pool horse betting
Bingo
commercial activity on gaming, such as the
Complimentary
determination of the amount of the prizes
Games
or tournaments, management of players
policies, transactions and settlement of
There are twelve types of singular licenses,
payments, management of the gaming platform or
and each corresponds to a particular game. For
user registration.”
This Article also refers to those companies each type of game, the Government passed one
which will be considered “operator and co-or- specific order regulating where and how these
ganizer of the game.” In this sense, it refers to games can be offered, maximum amounts to be
companies that manage the gaming platforms deposited and/or waged, costumer rights, pubof which other operators are members or asso- licity allowed, and so on.
It is important to note that fixed odds
ciates in particular networks of poker and
bingo, or other networks managed by a co-or- sports betting exchanges and slots have not
ganizing company. Within these networks, been allowed in the Spanish legal frame work;
players of an operator gather with players of however, these may be approved in the near
other operators, and they play against each future.
other. Thus, in this case, companies organizing
and managing such networks would also re- Authorizations: The regulations do not yet describe which type of games will be included in
quire a license.
the authorizations category for occasional and
Singular Licences: Singular licenses can only sporadic gambling activities. These licenses
be obtained by those operators who have previ- could be applied for at any time and by any comously obtained the corresponding general li- pany. No authorizations have yet been granted
cence. If an operator missed the opportunity to and, as far as we know, no applications have yet
apply for the general licence, the operator will been filed.
Continued on next page
not be able to apply for any singular licence.
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The new law provides a wide defUnder the new law, the advertise- inition of the persons or entities that
ment, promotion and sponsorship could be liable, which comprises “any
concerning gambling activities shall person or entity that performs any of the
be permitted, but only when these breaches provided by the law, as well as
refer to gambling activities duly any other that gives them support, adverlicensed in Spain. Also such publicity tise or promote them, or in any way obtain
will have to be in line with the par- profit from them”.
The following are examples of
ticular allowance for advertising that
each gaming operator will have in its gross breaches in the law, punishable
license. Gambling licenses granted in with fines from Euro 100,000 to one
other countries are not valid to offer, million and suspension of the activity
advertise or promote games in Spain. for up to two years:
Advertising gambling or betting ac➤ To promote, sponsor or
tivities from operators who do not
advertise games, or provide any
hold the corresponding license is an
intermediation service, when
illegal activity in Spain, subject to
those offering the games lack
heavy fines which may be imposed by
the corresponding license, or
the SGR.
when
the games are advertised
Advertising agencies, media chanbreaching the conditions and
nels, or Internet website editors are
restrictions set out in the limade responsible for ensuring and
cense or in the regulations,
checking, before publishing any adwhatever media or channel is
vertisement or promotion that the opused for the advertising.
erator/advertiser is duly licensed and
that such particular advertising is al➤ Failure to comply with inforlowed in the frame of the operator’s
mation or termination
license. Such prior check
requirements issued
shall be done by means
by the SGR.
of the registry of licensed operators mainOnce the new
A media owner
tained by the SGR. In
gaming
licenses
and/or the advertising
any case, if these media
entities would take pub- are in place in Spain, agency could be liable
it appears that the for these types of inlicity from non-licensed
SGR and other
fringements, jointly
operators they would also
Spanish
authorities
with the gambling opbe responsible.
Additionally, these will be very strict in erator.
The latest modifichasing any illegal
media entities may be
cation
in the law (datformally requested by
gaming activity
ing December 30,
the SGR to stop the inand any illegal
2011), sets out a
sertion of an illegal ad
advertising.
favourable transitional
with a two day prior noperiod
which applies to
tice. If such deadline is
those agreements renot complied with, again,
lating to sports sponsorship, advertisthe media entity could be fined.

ADVERTISING AND SPONSORING

“

”
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ing and promotion signed before January 1, 2011. The advertising activities under those agreements will not
be subject to fines until the granting
of the first license or until June 30,
2012, at the latest.
In this scenario, those advertising
agreements that media companies
signed before January 1, 2011, will remain valid until the granting of the
first license or until June 30, 2012.
Once the new gaming licenses are
in place in Spain, it appears that the
SGR and other Spanish authorities
will be very strict in chasing any illegal gaming activity and any illegal advertising. The Spanish Government
cannot afford that gaming and betting
continue as in the past years with foreign operators offering their games to
Spanish residents without holding any
license in Spain and without paying
any taxes in the country.

TAX REGIME

Operators who organize and develop
gaming activities are subject to the
payment of the gambling taxes. The
law states that other entities may be
held jointly responsible for the payment of taxes in case they have not
duly checked that the gaming operator with whom they work holds the
relevant licence. These jointly responsible entities can be the owners of the
infrastructures, information service
providers, those who offer gambling
activities to Spanish residents and
those who obtain profits from the
gambling activities.
Not only the will the operator be
held accountable but also any other
company contracting with the operator; the contracting company must ensure that the operator holds the
appropriate gaming licence.

The gaming tax varies depending
on each type of game as illustrated in
Chart 1 below.
It shall also be noted that an annual tax of 0.001% on the gross income of the operator will have to be
paid by all operators in the market.
Furthermore, a payment of Euros
38,000 is requested by the SGR for
the undertaking and issuance of any
certification regarding gaming software and equipment and a payment
of Euros 10,000 for each licence application submitted.

STATE LOTTERIES

The state company of lotteries and
bets, SELAE, and the national blind association, ONCE, are the operators appointed for the commercialization of
the national lottery games. The games
that the SELAE and ONCE commercialize could be by means of tickets, or
though any other electronic, telephone
or interactive means. These companies
could also offer any other games available to other operators.

SELAE and ONCE’s traditional
games are exempt of gaming taxes
and VAT. Also, the prizes won by customers from these entities are exempt
from personal income tax.
By means of the 2011 Annual
Budget Law, LAE was transformed
into a private company (then named
SELAE). Thirty per cent of the share
capital of this company was intended
to be put in floatation in the Spanish
stock market. However, this privatization process was stopped and is now
dependant on the new Government’s
decision. Before the liberalization of
this industry in Spain, LAE was the
state operator and the regulator simultaneously. However, with the new legal
framework, there is a gaming regulator
separated from LAE and LAE has become an operator in the market.

PUNISHING REGIME

First of all, it is important to note that
the eighth transitional provision of the
Spanish Gaming Law – as amended
last December 30, 2011 - states that

CHART 1: GAMING TAX VARIABLES
TYPE OF GAME

TAX

Fixed odds sports betting

25% on the win.

Pool sports betting

22% on the gross revenue.

Fixed odds sports betting exchanges

25% on the operators’ commissions.

Other fixed odds betting

25% on the win.

Other pool betting

15% on the gross revenue.

Other fixed odds betting exchanges

25% on commissions retained by the operator.

Fixed odds horse betting

25% on the win.

Pool horse betting

15% on the gross revenue.

Raffles

20% on the gross revenue.

Contests

20% on the gross revenue.

Other games (roulette, poker, baccarat,
blackjack, bingo, complimentary games)

25% on the win.

Draws and promotional games

10% of the value of the prize.

the proposed punishing regime set out
in the law will not be enforced until the
granting of the first gaming licence or
June 30, 2012, whichever comes first.
The law foresees gaming operators, as well as any other company
which offers gaming support, publicity,
promotion or which obtains profits
from the illegal gaming activities, to be
responsible for any breach of the law.
This is a very wide definition which
may include any company which directly or indirectly participates in any
way in the illegal gaming activity.
The SGR has powers to start the
relevant punishing procedures and
impose the corresponding fines.
Other public bodies, such as the
media and television regulator and
bodies from the autonomous regions,
may also have jurisdiction depending
on the type of breach.
Those infringements classified as
light infringements may be punished
with a fine of up to Euros 100,000.
Those classified as gross infringements
may be punished with a fine ranging
from Euros 100,000 to one million
and/ or the suspension of the gaming activity for a six month period.
Finally, those considered as very gross
infringements may be punished with
fines going from Euros one million
to fifty million and/ or the loss of the
licence and the closure of any gaming activity.
It is expected that, once the
gaming licenses are granted, the
SGR will act with forcefulness
against any operator, media company
or intermediary who benefits from
its participation in any type of illegal game. It should be noted that any
type of gambling activity not under
the umbrella of a Spanish licence
shall be illegal in Spain. ♣
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS
INTERNATIONAL

Online Control of Slot Machines in Peru
By Carlos Fonseca Sarmiento
eru occupies the twentieth
position among the largest
countries in the world and
the fortieth position among
the most populated countries in the
world. It currently has more than
thirty million inhabitants. It is one of
the countries with the highest economic growth in recent years in Latin
America and one of the best countries
for doing business within this region.
With regard to the gaming industry, its legislation is the most developed in Latin America. Peru has a
complex homologation system of the
slot machine models and read-only
memories that make up the gaming
programs. There are currently thirtyfour slot machine manufacturers registered with the gaming authority
named “Dirección General de Juegos
de Casino y Máquinas

P

IGT, Aristocrat, and so on.
At the beginning of the year
2012, there are 686 authorized slot
parlors, which operate more than
70,000 slot machines. Since the licensing system adopted by the Peruvian Government is open, there is no
limit on the number of gaming licenses that can be granted. The market and competition will finally decide
how many slot parlors should function in Peru, but the forecast is that
with up to eight hundred slot parlors
and one hundred thousand slot machines, it is unlikely that there will be
saturation of the market.
The new government of President Humala (whose term is from
2011 until 2015) has decided to carry
out a rigorous control of the income
obtained by slot machines through a
real time control system that must be

“

The Peruvian system will be a benchmark
for Latin American countries, and it will result
in a “friendlier” image of the gaming industry
with the authorities and public opinion.
Tragamonedas”
(the General Direction of Casino Games
and Slot Machines), and they include the most prestigious brands
such as Konami, Shuffle Master,
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implemented by all the slot parlors.
This system will have to be interconnected with a server from the tax
authority (SUNAT) and from the
gaming authority (Ministry of
Foreign Trade and Tourism).

Effective through Law 29829,
published on January 07, 2012, the
Congress of the Republic – through a
law initiative presented by the Executive Power - has ordered that within
a maximum term of six months, all
slot parlors must install their real
time control system. The objective is
for all of them to pay the corresponding gaming tax. Currently, a slot
parlor pays 11.76% of its gross earnings per month, but since there is no
real time control system and the information of the electronic meters
depends on the operators themselves,
collection is less than optimal. The
real time control system foreseen by
the Peruvian legislation has the following characteristics:
The holders of the gaming license must install an online control system in each one of their slot
parlors.

1.

The online control system that
the licensee intends to install
must be previously evaluated by a laboratory registered with the gaming
authority, and then the holder must
obtain a License from the Gaming
Authority.

2.

There are currently only three
authorized laboratories: GLI,
PUCP and BMM.

3.

In order to obtain the license from
the Gaming Authority, it is necessary to submit the Certificate of Compliance issued by GLI, PUCP or BMM
and the documentation that describes
the technical characteristics of the
functioning and maintenance of the
online control system. Furthermore, a
minimum experience of five years of
the manufacturer of the system must
be accredited.

4.

Seven authorized systems of the
companies currently exist: INTRALOT, HIGH TECNOLOGY
SYSTEMS S.A., OCTAVIAN DE ARGENTINA S.A., ROUTE GAMING
SOLUTIONS PTY LTD., ATRONIC
SYSTEMS, SIELCON and TECENG
GAMING.

5.

The holder of the gaming license
can operate any of the seven authorized systems within its slot parlor
in order to comply with the online control.

6.

From a technical point of view, the
system is made up of i) a data collector and transmitter, ii) a server
(which must permit access by the Gaming Authority to the database, to the
monitoring, automatic validation of
data, data transmission, identification
of the slot machines and the recording
of information regarding additional
functionalities such as player tracking,
TITO system, smart cards, and so on),
iii) a communications protocol, iv) a
clock of the system, v) backup copy and
vi) work terminals or stations. Furthermore, when a slot machine model,
due to its original design and development, was not manufactured with a

7.

“

For those
countries in which
the slot machine
tax is based on
gross earnings,
the most accurate
supervision system
is definitely the
real time online
control system.

data communication port,
the use of an interface will
be permitted so as to safely
capture and transmit the
data recorded by the
electromechanical meters.
Moreover, a protocol converter interface is included
as part of the data collector and transmitter.
For those countries in
which the slot machine tax
is based on gross earnings, the most accurate supervision system is definitely
the real time online control system. But
it is not a cheap system. A question that
arises from this supervision system is
who should assume the costs? The
most appropriate answer would be the
government itself with a percentage of
the taxes that it collects, since the reason for creating a special gaming tax is
precisely to transfer to the private operator the cost of supervising an activity that did not previously exist and
was therefore not contemplated by the
budget of the government. This criterion has not been adopted in Peru. Each
operator has to assume the costs of the
control system that it acquires with any
of the homologated systems, and the
government will assume the costs of
the data center and the servers of the
tax authority and of the gaming authority that are interconnected with the
operators’ systems. The decision is debatable, but the government does not
intend to reverse it.
On the other hand, this online control system will also permit the implementation of a slot machine register, so
that it will be possible to know all the
movements of the more than seventy

thousand slot machines that
exist in Peru. This could assist in the fight against
piracy, copying of gaming
programs without authorization, inadequate use of
glasses in the slot machines,
and other issues. Furthermore, it will permit access
to additional statistical information of the slot machines, such as real average
daily income, most commonly used
gaming programs, or most frequently
played slot machine models.
From a technical point of view,
there will probably be many initial
problems in the implementation of this
system. Old machines (for example,
roller machines) or machines from unknown manufacturers (with some
safety problems) could cause difficulties
in the collection and transmission of
data. Moreover, the capacity of the authority itself to guarantee the safety
mechanisms for the storage of information is another source for concern.
However, this political decision is a step
forward towards the modernization of
the gaming industry in Peru. The Peruvian system will be a benchmark for
Latin American countries, and it will
result in a “friendlier” image of the
gaming industry with the authorities
and public opinion. ♣

”
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JAMAICA: The Legalization
of Resort Style Casino Gambling
By Nicholas Casiello, Jr. and Patrick Madamba, Jr.
n May 2010, resort style casino
gaming was legalized in Jamaica
pursuant to The Casino Gaming
Act, 2010 (the “Act”). The Jamaican Parliament is currently in the
process of adopting regulations to
implement the legislation. The Act
permits the development of a maximum of three integrated resort developments (“IRD”) consisting of one
or more hotels, casinos, restaurants,
entertainment facilities and shopping
centers.i The three IRD limit is only
in effect for twelve years following the
approval of the first IRD.ii Under the
Act, an IRD may be permissibly located anywhere in Jamaica. The only
express minimum facilities requirement in the Act to qualify for one of
the casino gaming licenses is that the
IRD, when completed and fully builtout, must be comprised of one or
more hotels providing in the aggregate at least two thousand newly constructed hotel rooms.iii Phased

I

development of an IRD is permitted,
and casino gaming may commence
within the IRD as soon as one thousand newly constructed hotel rooms
are ready for occupancy.iv
Under both Section 9 of the Act
and the first set of regulations recently approved by Parliament, a developer seeking to construct an IRD
must first apply to the Minister of Finance for an order approving the proposed IRD (“Section 9 Order”).v As
part of the application process, the
developer must identify the location
of the proposed IRD and describe in
detail the scope, scale and timetable
for completion of the project, including the submission of a master plan
and narrative describing the major
components of the proposed IRD
(e.g., hotels, casinos and other entertainment and recreation facilities), development phases, total project
investment, and the estimated timing
for making major installments of the

“

The Jamaican Parliament is currently
in the process of adopting regulations
to implement the legislation.
The Act permits the development
of a maximum of three integrated resort
developments (“IRD”) consisting of one or more hotels, casinos,
restaurants, entertainment facilities and shopping centers.

”
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investment.vi In its application, the
developer must demonstrate the financial feasibility of the proposed
IRD and the availability of adequate
financing.vii The developer must also
describe the anticipated overall economic effect of the proposed project,
including jobs creation, the economic
benefits to the local community
where the proposed IRD is to be developed as well as to Jamaica as a
whole, and the projected generation
of tax revenues.viii The non-refundable application fee for a Section 9
Order is (U.S.) $150,000.ix
The Minister has substantial
discretion as to whether to grant a
Section 9 Order to a developer. The
Act simply requires the Minister to
be satisfied that: (a) the IRD will
have at least two thousand newly
constructed hotel rooms when complete and fully built-out (one thousand of which shall be available for
occupancy before casino gaming
commences in the IRD); (b) the development and operation of the IRD
is likely to be successful having regard to the manner in which it is
proposed to be operated, the availability of adequate financing, and the
economic effects of its operations;
and (c) there is no public interest
ground to refuse to make the order.x
In granting a Section 9 Order,
the Act also authorizes the Minister

to grant exclusivity status to the developer for a particular geographic
area within Jamaica. Exclusivity status entitles the developer or its nominee to be the only person to whom a
casino gaming license may be granted
for the operation of a casino in the exclusive geographic area.xi If a developer desires exclusivity status, the
developer is required to describe the
proposed exclusive geographic area
and submit an economic justification
therefor as part of the developer’s application for a Section 9 Order.xii The
Minister may grant exclusivity status
on such terms and conditions as the
Minister thinks fit.xiii In determining
whether to grant exclusivity status,
the Minister is to consider all relevant
factors, including: (a) the scope and size
of the IRD; (b) its anticipated overall
economic effects; (c) total project investment; and (d) the period necessary
for the developer to earn a reasonable
return on its investment.xiv If granted,
exclusivity status shall be for a period
of not less than twelve years starting
from the date of commencement of
the Section 9 Order.xv
If a Section 9 Order is granted,
the approved developer or its nominee
must then apply to the Casino Gaming
Commission (the “Commission”) for a
casino gaming license.xvi The Commission is currently comprised of five
members: Dennis Lalor (a businessman), who serves as the Chairman,
Mark Roberts (a businessman), Afeef
Lazarus (an attorney), Dennis Edmunds (an attorney) and Raphael Gordon (an accountant). Under the Act,
the Commission is responsible for
comprehensively regulating all aspects
of Jamaica’s casino gaming industry to
ensure the integrity of casino gaming
operations, compliance with the Act
and the regulations promulgated

thereunder, and adherence by casino
gaming licensees with their approved
systems of administrative and accounting internal control procedures.xvii The Commission’s specific
duties and functions include the issuance of casino gaming licenses and
casino employee licenses, the approval
of slot machine manufacturers and
suppliers, and the approval of gaming
equipment.xviii
The Commission,
through its inspectors, is also responsible for the day-to-day regulation of
casino gaming operations.xix
The Act envisions a vigorous probity review process for casino gaming
license applicants and persons associated with the applicant. Upon receiving an application for a casino gaming
license, the Commission is required to
carry out itself or cause to be carried
out all investigations and enquiries as
are necessary to enable the Commission to determine whether the “applicant, and each associate of the
applicant . . . is a fit and proper person
to be concerned in or associated with
the management or operation of a
casino.”xx In conducting the requisite
investigations and enquiries, the Commission may call upon the Commissioner of Police or any member of the
Jamaica Constabulary Force or the Island Special Constabulary Force so authorized by the Commissioner of
Police, to inquire into and report to the
Commission on such matters concerning the application as the Commission
requests.xxi The application fee for a
casino gaming license has not, as yet,
been established by the Commission.
In addition to the application fee, the
Act authorizes the Commission to
charge the applicant such fees as are
necessary to recover the costs of all investigations and enquiries related to
the application.xxii

In determining whether an applicant or any associate of the applicant
for a casino gaming license is a “fit and
proper person,” the Commission is
required to consider, among other
licensing criteria, whether:

(a) the applicant or associate has
good character, honesty and integrity;
(b) the applicant or associate is of
sound and stable financial background;
(c) the applicant holds or is able to
obtain adequate financial resources to
ensure the financial viability of the
proposed casino;

(d) the applicant has or is able to
obtain the services of persons who
have sufficient experience in the operation of a casino;
(e) the applicant has sufficient business ability to operate a successful
casino;

(f) the applicant or associate has
any business association with any person, body or association who or which,
in the opinion of the Commission, is
not of good repute having regard to
character, honesty and integrity or has
undesirable or unsatisfactory financial
resources;

(g) each director, partner, trustee,
executive officer, secretary and any
other officer or person determined by
the Commission to be associated or
connected with the ownership, administration or management of the operations or business of the applicant is a
suitable person to act in that capacity;
and
(h) any person proposed to be engaged or appointed to manage or operate the casino is a suitable person to
act in that capacity.xxiii

Continued on next page
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS
If the Commission approves the
grant of a casino gaming license, an
annual license fee is payable to the
Commission upon approval and then
annually thereafter.xxiv The amount of
the annual casino gaming license fee
has not, as yet, been established by the
Commission. Under the Act, a casino
gaming licensee is authorized to offer
table games and slot machines and
conduct sports and proposition betting.xxv One other point worth noting
is that the Act also provides for the issuance of a temporary casino gaming
license under certain circumstances
and, arguably, during the term of the
temporary casino gaming license the
developer or its nominee may conduct
casino gaming operations outside of
the IRD.xxvi
The class of persons requiring an
employee license (called a “personal licence”) to work in a casino is broadly
but loosely defined by the Act. An employee license must be obtained by any
person who is either (a) in a position
of management or is authorized to
make decisions involving the exercise
of his/her discretion concerning the
operation of a casino or (b) performs
certain functions within a casino.xxvii
The functions enumerated in the Act
Sections 2 and 9 of the Act.
Section 9(5) of the Act.
iii
Section 9(3) of the Act.
iv
Section 9(3) of the Act.
v
Section 9 of the Act; The Casino Gaming
(Application for Declaration of Approved
Integrated Resort Development) Regulations, 2011.
vi
Section 10 of the Act; The Casino Gaming
(Application for Declaration of Approved
Integrated Resort Development) Regulations, 2011, Schedule, Part I, Part C.
vii
The Casino Gaming (Application for Declaration of Approved Integrated Resort Development) Regulations, 2011, Schedule,
Part I, Part D.
i

ii
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include those related to the conduct of
gaming, the exchange, movement or
counting of money or chips, security
and surveillance, the operation, maintenance, construction or repair of
gaming equipment, and the supervision of any of the foregoing activities.xxviii Given the broad but loosely
defined class of persons requiring employee licenses under the Act, the
Commission will undoubtedly have to
provide casino operators, through the
promulgation of regulations or otherwise, greater clarity as to who exactly
must be licensed.
The Act does not establish a particular licensure scheme for gaming
equipment vendors. However, casino
gaming licensees are prohibited from
purchasing slot machines from anyone
other than a manufacturer or supplier
approved by the Commission.xxix The
use of gaming equipment other than
slot machines is also subject to the
Commission’s review and approval.xxx
Again, rulemaking or some other further direction of the Commission is required to flesh out the approval process
for manufacturers and suppliers of
gaming equipment, and the approval
of the equipment they desire to provide to Jamaica’s casino industry.
The Casino Gaming (Application for Declaration of Approved Integrated Resort
Development) Regulations, 2011, Schedule,
Part I, Part E.
ix
The Casino Gaming (Application for Declaration of Approved Integrated Resort Development) Regulations, 2011, Regulation
2(1)(e).
x
Section 9 of the Act.
xi
Section 12 of the Act.
xii
The Casino Gaming (Application for Declaration of Approved Integrated Resort Development) Regulations, 2011, Schedule,
Part I, Part F.
xiii
Sections 9(4) and 12 of the Act.
xiv
The Casino Gaming (Application for Declaration of Approved Integrated Resort
Development) Regulations, 2011, Schedule,
Part I, Part F.
viii

Based on our dealings with the
Commission and other members of
the Government, Jamaica clearly intends to adopt a best practices scheme
of regulation for its new casino gaming industry. With the recent adoption
of a first set of regulations, applications for Section 9 Orders are expected
to be filed and acted upon this year.
Two of the companies expected to
apply are The Fiesta Group of Hotels
and a public-private partnership between Harmonisation Limited, a development vehicle of the government
of Jamaica, and Tavistock Group, a
privately-held diversified investment
company. ♣
Nick and Pat are in the Atlantic City office of
Fox Rothschild, a law firm with 500 lawyers in
eight states. The firm has one of the largest gaming practices in the world, representing casinos,
manufacturers of gaming equipment, and private
equity firms and other investors on all aspects of
gaming law, both domestically and internationally.
Nick is Chair of the Gaming Group and began
practicing gaming law in 1980. He has been
named as one of the leading gaming attorneys in
the world by Chambers Global (2008-2012) and
in the U.S. by Best Lawyers in America (20052012). Pat has practiced in gaming law for almost two decades, and he has served as the general
counsel of a publicly traded gaming company.
Section 12 of the Act.
Section 14 of the Act.
xvii
Section 6 of the Act.
xviii
Sections 12, 57 and 59 of the Act.
xix
Sections 44 - 46 of the Act.
xx
Section 15(1) of the Act.
xxi
Section 16 of the Act.
xxii
Section 16(3) of the Act.
xxiii
Section 15(2) of the Act.
xxiv
Section 19 of the Act.
xxv
Section 18(4) of the Act.
xxvi
Section 26 of the Act.
xxvii
Section 2 of the Act.
xxviii
Section 2 of the Act.
xxix
Section 59 of the Act.
xxx
Section 57 of the Act.
xv
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PLAYING BY THE RULES
A Global Perspective on Gaming Regulation
By Susan Hensel, President, IAGR

here is renewed momentum within the Interna- Maja, South Africa; Kaye McDonald, Antigua; Lau Peet
tional Association of Gaming Regulators Meng, Singapore; Birgitte Sand, Denmark; Jenny Williams,
(IAGR) that sets the stage for enhanced co- Great Britain; and Andre Wilsenach, Alderney.
operation among jurisdictions and improved
Looking forward, IAGR is focused on identifying opefficiency for global gaming regulation. As IAGR portunities to provide thought leadership in the area of gamworks to fulfill these goals and further establish itself ing regulation. It is building on its 2008 adoption of
as the world’s premier gaming regulatory
eGambling Standards, which can be found on
association, it has been invited by the Interthe IAGR website at www.iagr.org, by looknational Masters of Gaming Law to author
ing at best practices in compliance and enLooking forward, forcement, at poker network regulation and
a regular column in IMGL publications beIAGR is focused
ginning with this article.
at removing barriers to cross jurisdictional
on identifying
Much has changed within IAGR since its
recognition of machine and software testing.
opportunities to
membership voted in late 2010 to establish the orIn addition, IAGR is exploring creation of a
ganization as an independent association. Consismulti-jurisdictional business entity form.
provide thought
tent with the membership’s decision, IAGR in
leadership in the Like the multi-jurisdictional personal history
early 2011 incorporated as a nonprofit association
disclosure form that IAGR developed several
area of gaming
known as the International Association of Gamyears ago, the business entity form would
regulation.
ing Regulators, Inc. Under its new bylaws,
standardize the types of information certain
IAGR’s leadership converted from a Steering
business entities would need to submit to
Committee run by a Chairman to a Board of
jurisdictions that adopt the form. IAGR is also
Trustees guided by a President and team of officers.
looking for new opportunities to engage in regional activities
Since incorporating, IAGR has attracted a record num- and develop strategic alliances with regionally based gaming
ber of members and is today comprised of regulators from regulator organizations.
jurisdictions that include Europe, North America, Asia, AusAs IAGR seeks to improve communication both within
tralia, New Zealand, South Africa, and the Caribbean. The as- the association and with the industry and its representatives,
sociation recently held its inaugural independent conference it is expanding its use of social media. IAGR recently
in Cape Town, South Africa, which was attended by more established a presence on Twitter, and we invite you to follow
than 180 regulators from more than thirty jurisdictions. The us by searching for iagr_org. IAGR will further its reach into
conference, organized superbly by South African regulators, social media in the coming months as it continues efforts to
featured regulatory and industry experts who spoke on a strengthen its virtual regulatory community.
range of topics from how to improve international cooperaIAGR is now planning its next conference in Asia where
tion to technical developments and challenges of Internet it hopes to grow its membership in a part of the world where
gaming to the impact of social media on problem gambling. gaming is expanding at an exponential rate. The 2012 IAGR
The conference marked a successful term of IAGR’s first conference will take place in Singapore the week of October
President, Serobi Maja, Limpopo Gambling Board, South 21, 2012. In the coming months, you can visit the IAGR webAfrica, whom I succeeded. Also elected in Cape Town site for details on the conference location and program.
were Vice-President, Mike Sarquis, Executive Director,
In future IMGL columns, we will examine timely issues
Queensland Office of Liquor and Gaming Regulation, Aus- of concern or importance in gaming regulation. We look fortralia; Treasurer, Mark Lipparelli, Chairman, Nevada ward to this opportunity to interact with readers in both the
Gaming Control Board, United States; and Secretary, regulator and the regulated communities and appreciate
James Chan, Singapore. The following were elected to IMGL providing a forum for this global gaming regulatory
IAGR’s Board of Trustees: Atle Hamar, Norway; Serobi perspective. ♣
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TROUBLED
GAMBLERS
What We Know,
and Where We
Should Go
by William N. Thompson, Ph.D.

ritics of the gaming industry concentrate
their attention on inappropriate player behaviors, offering multiple studies on the
same subject repeatedly. Periodically we
should take a look at our knowledge about gaming behaviors and troubled gamblers—their prevalence, costs
they impose on others, treatment prospects, and policy
choices regarding their gaming activity to determine
where research truly reflects reality. Studying the gaming
industry for over thirty years, this article reflects my
assessment from the vantage point of 2012.

HOW EXTENSIVE IS TROUBLED GAMBLING?

This is one area where more studies are not needed. New
studies only reconfirm what old studies have told us—and
there have been a hundred or more prevalence studies that
are consistent with one another. Whatever term is used—
pathological, compulsive, addicted, troubled—we find that
one to two percent of the adult population have current
severe gambling addictions. Moreover, one to three per32
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cent have less severe addictions that could develop into
serious problems.
It is well established that the prevalence rates found
tend to increase when people live close to gaming facilities.
The major study (by the National Gambling Impact Study
Commission) found a doubling of rates for populations
within fifty miles of a casino. These rates mean that gaming addictions are not as prevalent as are addictions to other
substances such as alcohol, and that non-addicts out-number those with problems by a thirty to one ratio or more.
However, a low rate of one percent still translates into over
two million Americans with severe gambling troubles. All
people concerned with gaming policy, including proponents
and prohibitionists, should accept the consensus range of
prevalence of troubled gamblers and deal with it without
denial or exaggeration. Research funds that are available
should go to studying other aspects of gaming.
(Source: William N. Thompson and Bo Bernhard, “Problem
Gambling,” in William N. Thompson, ed., The International Encyclopedia
of Gambling, Santa Barbara, Denver and London: ABC-Clio, 2010, pp.
174-176).

THE SOCIETAL COSTS OF TROUBLED GAMBLERS

There have been many studies of the social costs generated
by troubled gambling. Several studies have been developed
using interviews of troubled players, for instance members
of Gamblers Anonymous groups. Others have interviewed
persons in other treatment locations. This writer has been
involved in making several of the studies—ones in Wisconsin, Connecticut, South Carolina, and Southern Nevada,
as well as working on one developed for the National Gambling Impact Study Commission. Other studies were made
by researchers in Louisiana, South Dakota, and Florida. The
respondents were asked about their debts, criminal activity,
welfare services, job histories-missing work, suicide
thoughts and attempts, and treatment experience. Costs
were attached to many of the responses, and the costs were
annualized. The findings in the studies converged, yielding
a conclusion that one seriously Troubled Gambler imposes
costs of about $10,000 on other (non-family) people each
year. While some of the costs are transfer costs, others resulted in dead-weight losses to the entire economy. The
dead-weight losses constituted about one-third of the total
losses. The losses of less serious troubled gamblers
amounted to about 45 percent of those of the serious troubled gamblers. Many intangible values were not considered such as the costs of attempted suicides and costs of
actual suicides which were not identified. The studies revealed that about 20 percent of the troubled gamblers attempted suicides, over five times the number of attempts by
non-gamblers.
The proponents of gambling neglect these studies,
and when they cannot simply deny them, they assert that
the troubled gamblers have other addictions, and the other
addictions account for the costs found. Many of the troubled gamblers did indeed have other addictions. In the
Southern Nevada study 22 percent were alcoholics, while 9
percent were addicted to drugs. Others were addicted to
shopping and food. The Southern Nevada study was the
only study that sought to find the effects of the comorbidities. Two addictions had significant impacts on the costs
that troubled gamblers imposed on others. It was found that
alcoholism increased cost impacts a substantial amount.
However, drug addicted troubled gamblers had much lower
cost profiles. It can be suggested that alcohol goes with
casino gambling, while drug use is not tolerated in casinos.
Moreover drug use carries a major price tag that the gambler cannot use for gambling, while alcohol use is not as expensive and inside casinos may even be free for players.
The social costs of gambling can be projected upwards
for the total population. In doing so Earl Grinols suggested

that troubled gambling imposes costs from about $30 billion to $50 billion on the American population each year.
While proponents of gambling suggest that the benefits of
gambling outweigh these negative costs, they do not have
the studies to show the dollar value of casino jobs for the
economy, many of which jobs may not be “created” jobs but
rather “shifted” jobs from other parts of the economy. Also
suggestions that investments of capital funds to build casinos are economic benefits could be faulty as they may only
temporarily help an economy, because in the long run these
investments must be repaid out of casino revenues. Surprisingly, Professor Grinols is the only economist who has
sought to put a dollar value on the convenience of having a
casino near a community. As many people do desire to gamble, he finds that nationwide that such a value is $34 for each
American adult—or about $6.8 billion for the nation. As the
proponents of gaming criticize the nature of cost studies, it
behooves them to put forth new and better studies of the
dollar benefits that come from casinos, and in doing so consider the substitution effects of moving money from one
sector of the economy into the gaming sector.

(Sources: Earl Grinols, Gambling in America, Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2004, pp. 114, 131-174; William N. Thompson
and Bo Bernhard, “Problem Gambling,” in William N. Thompson, ed.,
The International Encyclopedia of Gambling, Santa Barbara, Denver and
London: ABC-Clio, 2010, pp. 176-181.) William N. Thompson and R.
Keith Schwer, “Compulsive Gamblers and Alcohol,” Casino Lawyer, v. 3,
no. 3, Summer 2007, pp. 16-18.)

TREATMENT FOR TROUBLED GAMBLERS

The biggest gap in our knowledge of troubled gambling involves treatment. Perhaps this is a result of the fact that
the causes of this addiction are not well established. Causes
may be psychological, social, biological, or chemical, or indeed a combination of these factors. Different troubled
gamblers may come to their addiction from different causal
sets, or even a combination of causes. Treatments accordingly could come from many different directions. What
works, and how well it works is an illusive matter, and certainly these questions concerning what works demand much
more research.
Most treatment involves counseling, either in individual sessions or in a group setting such as provided by Gamblers Anonymous groups. The counseling may involve
outpatient sessions or sessions within a hospital type setting. Counseling sessions are helpful in getting troubled
gamblers to recognize facets of gaming activity and its dynamics. They can be helped to learn mechanisms to slow
down their play or to avoid it altogether, at least for a time.
Drugs are used to help the troubled gambler. For the
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most part drugs are used to help with feelings of depression that are often a major symptom of troubled gamblers.
Measurements of the success of such treatment are difficult as therapists may confuse the symptom of depression
for the general syndrome of troubled gaming. New drugs
are being tested all the time, but as of yet no “magic pill”
has been found to “cure” troubled gambling activity.
While abstinence certainly is an absolute control to
troubled gambling behavior, the debate over whether a
troubled gambler can ever safely participate in gambling
again has not been resolved. John Rosecrance’s research
discussed in his book Gambling Without Guilt advanced the
proposition that troubled gamblers were simply behaving
improperly when they played. Accordingly they could undergo behavior modification and learn how to gamble in
responsible ways. Also research attention is limited on the
proposition that troubled gamblers can experience changes
in behaviors without therapy, and that these changes can
lead to a cessation of gambling or can lead toward responsible gambling practices on their part.
Some theories of the causes for troubled gambling explain it as a response to life’s difficult situations—family
dynamics, job situations and stress, and so on. As these situations themselves may change, so it might be expected
that the improper gambling activity they spawned could
change. It may also be that one can outgrow a gambling
problem. For young troubled gamblers, maturity may
possibly be associated with a cessation of problems. Future study should examine these possible dynamics.

Switzerland and Korea. The plans probably would not
work in the United States as here we have multiple casinos
and basically unrestricted entrance points.
A third way of limiting access has been suggested in
another article of mine. The casino observes players, and
if a player is deemed to be a troubled gambler, the player
is placed upon an “unwelcome list.” The list is used by all
casinos in a venue. The person on the list could still come
to a casino and play; however, the person would be refused
any service where his or her identity is required. The
player could not be in player clubs nor receive major comps,
and he or she could not have player credit or cash checks.
The player could not make major cash transactions. If he
wins large prizes (e.g. over $1200 on a slot machine) that
required reports to the I.R.S., he would be denied the prize.
Of course, he would be informed ahead of time regarding
these policies.
Other policy directions have included adjusting machines to play more slowly, limiting betting amounts, and
having warning signs, brochures, and posting 800-help line
numbers. Very little research information has demonstrated the overall effectiveness of any of these policies,
although their institution seems to make both the gaming
industry and its opponents feel good. More studies of
such policies are needed.

POLICIES FOR HAVING CASINOS DEAL
WITH TROUBLED GAMBLING

SUMMARY

(Sources: John Rosecrance, Gambling Without Guilt, Pacific
Grove, CA: Brooks-Cole, 1988; William N. Thompson and Bo Bernhard, “Problem Gambling,” in William N. Thompson, ed., The International Encyclopedia of Gambling, Santa Barbara, Denver and London:
ABC-Clio, 2010, pp. 181-183.)

Many venues in the United States permit gamblers to exclude themselves from casino facilities. However, just
about every American casino lacks facilities and procedures
for determining the identities of players at their entrance
doors. It is not definitively known how effective self-exclusion policies are. While they may indeed discourage
troubled gamblers from engaging in play, they also introduce a major difficulty—assigning responsibility to the licensee when the excluded player enters a casino, engages
in play, and loses money. Where does the fault lie, with the
troubled gambler or the casino?
Casinos have been very reluctant to effectuate bans
without the player’s approval—bans based perhaps on observations of player activity. Yet many other countries do
have mandatory exclusion policies, such as plans in
34
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(Sources: William N. Thompson, Ichiro Tanioka, and Y. E.
Yang, “Two Koreas: Walker Hill and Kangwon Land,” Gaming Law
Review, v. 9, no. 2, April 2005, pp. 144-152; Willian N. Thompson,
“Public Integrity in Casino Gambling: The Swiss Social Concept.”
Public Integrity, v. 9, no. 4, Fall 2007, pp. 377-388;William N. Thompson, “Handling Corporate Responsibility: A Third Way,” Gaming Law
Review and Economics, v. 14, 2010, pp. 121-139; William N. Thompson
Robert Stochkard, and Peter J. Kulick, “Exclusionary Policies and
Casino Gaming Facilities,” John Marshall Law Review, v. 40, no. 1,
Summer 2007, pp. 1221-1257.)

We do know a lot about troubled gambling. However,
there are a lot of things we do not know. We should proceed with gambling operations knowing what we know
and being aware of what we do not know. In the area of
our research we should seek out the gaps in our knowledge and seek to fill them, rather than repeating research
exercises that have found suitable answers already. ♣
William N. Thompson, Ph.D.
is a Professor Emeritus of
Public Administration at
School of Environmental and
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